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1.0 INTRODUCTION 

This document is one in a set of three reference documents pertaining to 
the SAFT-UT Utilities. The GUIDE TO SAFT-UT PRINCIPLES AND CONVENTIONS provides 
the user with an overall background for practical implementation of SAFT-UT 
and the associated software utilities. The REFERENCE MANUAL describes in 
detail each utility available to the user. This document, the INTERFACE AND 
INSTALLATION GUIDE, describes the steps necessary to install the SAFT utilities 
and Real-Time Processor on a VAX class computer running the VMS operating 
system. It also describes in detail the method for adaptation of user data 
files and the user's data collection system to the SAFT-UT Utility set. 

The first portion of this document is designed to facilitate the instal
lation of the SAFT-UT utility software, and the installation of the SAFT pro
cessing software on the Real-Time SAFT Processor. A central VMS "user" (usually 
named SAFT) is created on disk that contains all the related files for the 
system. Any given user may hook into the SAFT-UT environment by simply execut
ing one specific command file located in the SAFT user area. This usually 
occurs in the user 1 s log-in command file automatically. Once the environment 
has been set, the full range of SAFT utilities is available for use by this 
user. 

For practical application of the SAFT utilities, a user interface may be 
generated to marry the user's data acquisition system and the SAFT utilities. 
To perform this task a knowledge of the SAFT-UT data file structure is needed, 
since the data acquisition system must supply the data in the proper structure. 
No other interface is necessary in order to independently collect the data 
and subsequently process this information. 

Users may wish to fully integrate their system in order to be able to 
simultaneously scan the specimen, process the data file, and display the result
ing image. This can be accomplished by tailoring the data acquisition software 
to communicate appropriately with the SAFT-UT modules involved. The display 
for this operation is limited to the CPLOT utility. The more extensive graphics 
utility, APLOT, may be used after the complete data file is processed. 

1 
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2.0 TARGET SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS 

The SAFT-UT utility program set requires that the target system CPU be 
of the DEC VAX family and running VMS. The VMS version must be greater than 
3.6. If a microVAX is being used and a Real-Time Processor is being imple
mented, then microVMS 4.5 or greater is required. This is due to the fact that 
the driver for the parallel interface card was not supported by DEC until the 
4.5 revision. 

The languages necessary to compile the SAFT utilities are VAX-11 C and 
VAX-11 FORTRAN. The vast majority of routines are written in C with a few 
subroutines incorporating FORTRAN. 

It is recommended for the serious SAFT user, that a large disk (greater 
that 70 MBytes) be designated for exclusive SAFT use. The SAFT data files 
quickly fill disk space, and it is inconvenient to constantly be retrieving 
files from archival storage for repeated analysis. Access to a magnetic tape 
medium and/or a WORM disk drive is a must for data archival. 

It is also recommended that the VMS system page file be at least 50000 
blocks in length. Of course this depends on the amount of host resident pro
cessing one is expecting to perform, and the size of the data files. The 
APLOT and TSAFT/TSAFT-2 processing (FTSAP) utilities are really the largest 
users of the page file resource. See the VMS documentation concerning 
SYS$UPDATE: SWAPFILE.COM, to determine how to change the page file size. 

If page file size is a problem during host TSAFT or TSAFT-2 processing, 
then define statements in the FTSAPFISH.CV program may be easily edited to 
eliminate the use of look-up tables. After editing this program, entry of 
@FTSAPFISH.MAK and then @FTSAPFISH.INS will install the new version of the 
TSAFT/TSAFT-2 host processing utility. This will reduce the amount of page 
file resources necessary, but at the cost of processing speed. 

Each user planning to use the SAFT utilities should be given the GRPNAM 
privilege to properly communicate with the spawned child processes. A minimum 
PGFLQUO of 50000 and WSEXTENT of 6000 is recommended for each user. 

2 
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3.0 INSTALLATION PROCEDURE 

The following installation procedure assumes there is a Ramtek 9465 device 
installed on the target host computer. Access to a magnetic tape drive is 
also assumed. 

1) Create a user specifically for implementation of the SAFT utilities. 
The home directory for this user should be named 'SAFT.DIR'. This is 
done in the system manager's account using the AUTHORIZE utility. Allow 
for about 40000 blocks of disk space for the installation process. After 
the installation procedure is complete the fully installed system will 
use about 8000 blocks. 

2) Log into the newly formed SAFT account and create a sub-directory called 
'GLOBALSYS.DIR'. The full set of SAFT utilities will be located in a 
tree structure below this sub-directory. 

3) Mount the distribution tape and enter: 

$ BACKUP/LOG -
log tape name:SAFT.BCK/SELECT=[SAFT.GLOSALSYS •.• ]*.*;*
[SAFT.GLOBALSYS ••• ]*.*;* 

$ DISMOUNT log_tape_name 

4) To initiate the SAFT system generation program type the following command 
sequence: 

$SET DEFAULT [SAFT.GLOBALSYS.TOOLS] 
$ @GENSAFT.COM 

5) Simply supply the answers to the prompts relative to the characteristics 
of the target system and installation will occur automatically. After 
the prompting period, this program will compile and link the full SAFT 
utility set. 

6) A new LOG!N.COM file will be created in the SAFT home directory. This 
should be executed upon log in to this account. Also other users desiring 
to establish the SAFT environment for their use need to include the follow
ing line in their log in command file: 

$ @saft_disk:[SAFT.GLOBALSYS.TOOLS]SAFTDEFS.COM 

7) The source files supplied on the distribution tape need not reside in 
the SAFT tree structure permanently unless modifications to these programs 
are expected. To delete these from disk simply delete all directory 
structure under the [SAFT.GLOBALSYS] directory EXCEPT the following direc
tories: 
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BIN8.DIR 
TOOLS.DIR 

HELP.DIR 
USRLIB.DIR 

Interface and Installation Guide 

INCLUDE.DIR 

This will delete source files, but will allow for program execution and 
user program development. The executables reside in the BINS directory. 
The SAFT object libraries are located in the USRLIB directory and text 
include files are in the INCLUDE directory. 

In addition to these, the help facility text files are located in the 
HELP directory and miscellaneous command files and executables are in 
the TOOLS directory. 

The programmer may wish to view the file SAFTOOLS:SAFTDEFS.COM for assign
ment statements regarding symbol and logical definitions. 

8) If a Real-Time SAFT Processor is not attached to the target system, then 
this completes the installation procedure. Otherwise refer to Section 
4.0 for instructions on installation of the Real-Time SAFT Processor. 
Steps I, 2 and 3 of the SAFT Processor installation procedure have been 
performed automatically by the previous procedure. 

4 
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4.0 THE REAL-TIME SAFT PROCESSOR SET-UP PROCEDURE 

The SAFT utility directory structure includes all the necessary source 
and command files to fully install the VME Buss Real-Time SAFT Processor 
(SAFTBOX) application programs. The files under the directory 
saft disk:[SAFT.GLOBALSYS.SAFTBOX.PULSECHO] are those which relate to the 
SAFT-pulse-echo configuration processing. 

The following is a description of the SAFTBOX program installation proce
dure. The installation procedure assumes that CP/M has been installed on the 
SAFTBOX, and that the SAFT utilities installation procedure has been performed 
as described in Section 3 of this document. The user should select a destina
tion CP/M USER with the terminal attached to the SAFTBOX. 

The following procedure outlines what is necessary to generate the SAFT
UT Pulse-Echo configuration executable code on the SAFTBOX in the designated 
USER area. 

1) From a terminal on the host VAX computer, log in to the SAFT account. 

2) Set the default directory to: 

saft_disk:[SAFT.GLOBALSYS.SAFTBOX.PULSECHO.VAXSIDE] 

and enter the following: 

$ @BLDPEVAX 

This will compile and install the VAX resident portion of the pulse-echo 
real-time SAFT processing utility. 

3) Set the default directory to: 

saft disk:[SAFT.GLOBALSYS.SAFTBOX.PULSECHO.VMESIDE] 

and enter the following: 

$ @PRPPEVME 

This will create the file SAFT.EXP, which contains the proper source for 
installation on the SAFTBOX. 

4) From the terminal attached to the SAFTBOX set the USER to the desired 
destination disk partition (usually user 1), and type: 

) HO 

5 
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This will execute the terminal emulator, and the terminal should now be 
communicating with the host VAX. 

5) Log into the SAFT account from this terminal and set the default directory 
to: 

saft_disk:(SAFT.GLOBALSYS.SAFTBOX.PULSECHO.VMESIDE] 

then type CNTL-A to exit the CP/M terminal emulator. 

6) From the SAFTBOX terminal type: ) ULDL D DLSOURCE.SUB 
) DLSOURCE 
) HO 

7) The terminal is now using the terminal emulator to communicate with the 
host computer. Set the default directory to: 

saft disk:(SAFT.GLOBALSYS.SAFTBOX.PULSECHO.CPMFILES] 

and type CNTL-A to exit the terminal emulator. 

8) Type: ) ULDL D DLSUBFIL.SUB 
) DLSUBFIL 
) BLDUTIL 
) SPL!TUP 

enter file name - SAFT.EXP 
) BUILDBTH 

The BUILDBTH procedure will take approximately 30 minutes to complete. 
Upon completion of this procedure, the pulse-echo program on the SAFTBOX 
has been generated. 

9) The pulse-echo program must be loaded on the SAFTBOX before initiating 
the SAFT processing routine on the host VAX. This is accomplished by 
entering: 

) STARTUP 

The STARTUP procedure loads the slave processors and executes the super
visor program. The user may be prompted for particular parameters. The 
following is a list of these prompts and their correct responses: 

# OF SLAVE PROCESSES? 

# OF PHYSICAL SLAVES? 
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LOW_SYNC AND HIGH_SYNC? 0 0 

The final message, after successful execution, will include: 

WAITING FOR VAX TO SYNC 

The SAFTBOX is now waiting for the host VAX to initiate SAFT processing. 
Selection of the RT command in the SAFTPROC utility on the VAX will specify 
use of the SAFTBOX for processing. The following GO command will then 
spawn the appropriate sub-process to compute the SAFT algorithm on the 
SAFTBOX. 

10) The SAFTBOX terminal is now attached to the SAFT processing executive 
that was initiated with the STARTUP command procedure. The CP/M operating 
system needs to be rebooted to exit this program. To accomplish this, 
press the reset button on the front panel. If one simply enters CNTL-C 
to exit the supervisor executive, the Transient Program Area (TPA) will 
be inappropriate to execute most programs. 

The following procedure outlines what is necessary to generate the SAFT
UT TSAFT/TSAFT-2 configuration executable code on the SAFTBOX in the desig
nated USER area. 

I) From a terminal on the host VAX computer, log in to the SAFT account. 

2) Set the default directory to: 

saft_disk:[SAFT.GLOBALSYS.SAFTBOX.TANDEM.VAXSIDE] 

and enter the following: 

$ @BLDTAVAX 

This will compile and install the VAX resident portion of the pulse-echo 
real-time SAFT processing utility. 

3) Set the default directory to: 

saft disk:[SAFT.GLOBALSYS.SAFTBOX.TANDEM.VMESIDE] 

and enter the following: 

$ @PRPTAVME 

This will create the file TSAFT.EXP, which contains the proper source for 
installation on the SAFTBOX. 

7 
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4) From the terminal attached to the SAFTBOX set the USER to the desired 
destination disk partition (usually user 10), and type: 

) HO 

This will execute the terminal emulator, and the terminal should now be 
communicating with the host VAX. 

5) Log into the SAFT account from this terminal and set the default directory 
to: 

saft_disk:[SAFT.GLOBALSYS.SAFTBOX.TANDEM.VMESIDE] 

then type CNTL-A to exit the CP/M terminal emulator. 

6) From the SAFTBOX terminal type: ) ULDL D DLSOURCE.SUB 
) DLSOURCE 
) HO 

7) The terminal is now using the terminal emulator to communicate with the 
host computer. Set the default directory to: 

saft_disk:[SAFT.GLOBALSYS.SAFTBOX.TANDEM.CPMFILES] 

and type CNTL-A to exit the terminal emulator. 

8) Type: ) ULDL D DLSUBFIL.SUB 
) DLSUBFIL 
) BLDUT!L 
) SPLITUP 

enter file name - TSAFT.EXP 
) BU!LDBTH 

The BUILDBTH procedure will take approximately 30 minutes to complete. 
Upon completion of this procedure, the pulse-echo program on the SAFTBOX 
has been generated. 

9) The program must be loaded on the SAFTBOX before initiating the SAFT 
processing routine on the host VAX. This is accomplished by entering: 

) STARTUP 

The STARTUP procedure loads the slave processors and executes the super
visor program. The user may be prompted for particular parameters. The 
following is a list of these prompts and their correct responses: 

# OF SLAVE PROCESSES? 

8 
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# OF PHYSICAL SLAVES? 
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(enter the number of installed slave 
processors) 

LOW SYNC AND HIGH SYNC? 0 0 - -
The final message, after successful execution, will include: 

WAITING FOR VAX TO SYNC 

The SAFTBOX is now waiting for the host VAX to initiate SAFT processing. 
Selection of the RT command in the SAFTPROC utility on the VAX will specify 
use of the SAFTBOX for processing. The following GO command will then 
spawn the appropriate sub-process to compute the SAFT algorithm on the 
SAFTBOX. 

10) The SAFTBOX terminal is now attached to the SAFT processing executive 
that was initiated with the STARTUP command procedure. The CP/M operating 
system needs to be rebooted to exit this program. To accomplish this, 
press the reset button on the front panel. If one simply enters CNTL-C 
to exit the supervisor executive, the Transient Program Area (TPA) will 
be inappropriate to execute most programs. 

9 
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5.0 THE SAFT-UT REAL-TIME PROCESSOR HARDWARE CONFIGURATION 

The SAFT-UT Real-Time Processor is a multi-processor system based on a 
Motorola VME-buss architecture. The supervisor processor utilizes a Motorola 
68010 CPU card and 0.25 Mbytes of memory residing on the VME buss. The system 
currently has 2 Mbytes of additional global memory residing directly on the 
VME buss, and can accommodate up to 10 slave cards. The slave processors are 
Motorola 68020 single board computers with I Mbyte of random access memory on 
each board. 

Table 5.1 shows an overall memory map of the full system as configured. 
The slave cards occupy contiguous address locations from 200000(hex) to 
BFFFFF(hex). The global memory resides from DOOOOO(hex) to EFFFFF(hex). 
Notice that there is I Mbyte of unused address space located at COOOOO(hex). 
The user may choose to expand the global memory to 3 Mbytes by adding I Mbyte 
of RAM at this location. To make this change, the software must be slightly 
changed. The user needs to modify the SETTPA.S program to reflect a new base 
address of COOOOO(hex). Also the user must edit the 
saft disk:[SAFT.GLOBALSYS.SAFTBOX.PULSECHO]FSAPSYS.ALL 
(saft disk:(SAFT.GLOBALSYS.SAFTBOX.TAMDEM]FTSAPSYS.ALL for tandem files) source 
program to increase the SPR_MEM_AVAILABLE parameter by 1048576. This is easily 
done as this parameter is located within a few pages from the top of this 
source code. After these changes are performed, re-installation of the SAFT 
Processor as described in Section 4.0 of this document is required. 

Also a user may wish to remove a slave card (possibly due to failure) or 
add additional slave processors. Slave cards must reside in the memory loca
tions as indicated in Table 5.1, and the existing slave processors must occupy 
contiguous locations beginning with 200000(hex). After the desired number of 
slave processors has been installed on the VME buss, the file SAFTOOLS: 
SAFTDEFS.COM should be edited. The assign statement related to NUMSLAVES 
should be changed to reflect the correct number of slave processors currently 
installed. Subsequent to performing these changes, re-installation of the 
SAFT Processor as described in Section 4.0 of this document is required. 

10 
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TABLE 5.1. SAFT-UT Real-Time Processor Memory Map 

Address (hex) Function 

000000-000FFF SUPERVISOR ON BOARD RAM [PG-2009] 
OOFOOO-OFFFFF not used 
100000-13FFFF 256K SYSTEM/USER RAM [PG-2200] 
140000-1FFFFF not used 
200000-2FFFFF MOTOROLA SLAVE #1 [MVME-133-1] 
300000-3FFFFF MOTOROLA SLAVE #2 [MVME-133-1] 
400000-4FFFFF MOTOROLA SLAVE #3 [MVME-133-1] 
500000-5FFFFF MOTOROLA SLAVE #4 [MVME-133-1] 
600000-6FFFFF MOTOROLA SLAVE #5 [MVME-133-1] 
700000-7FFFFF MOTOROLA SLAVE #6 [MVME-133-1] 
800000-8FFFFF MOTOROLA SLAVE #7 [MVME-133-1] 
900000-9FFFFF MOTOROLA SLAVE #8 [MVME-133-1] 
AOOOOO-AFFFFF MOTOROLA SLAVE #9 [MVME-133-1] 
BOOOOO-BFFFFF MOTOROLA SLAVE #10 [MVME-133-1] 
COOOOO-CFFFFF not used 
DOOOOO-DFFFFF 1 MByte USER RAM [PG-2205] 
EOOOOO-EFFFFF 1 MByte USER RAM [PG-2205] 
FOOOOO-F1FFFF SUPERVISOR EPROMS [PG-2009] 
F20000-F5FFFF not used 
F60000-F6001F DR11-W EMULATOR [IKON-10084] 
F60020-FDFFFF not used 
FEOOOO-FE003F MMU REGISTERS [PG-2009] 
FE0040-FEOFFF not used 
FE1000-FE103F 2681 DART [PG-2009] 
FE1040-FE2FFF not used 
FE3000-FE303F 68230 PARALLEL INTERFACE/TIMER [PG-2009] 
FE3040-FEFFFF not used 
FFFOOO-FFF3FF DISK CONTROLLER INTERNAL REGISTERS [PG-3101/2] 
FFFOOO-FFFFFF VME SHORT 1/0 SPACE 

11 
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6.0 INTERFACING FOREIGN DATA FILES TO THE SAFT-UT SYSTEM 

Interfacing to the SAFT-UT system primarily includes conforming the user 
data files to the established SAFT-UT data file format. This is required in 
order that the utility set may properly read and operate on the input data 
set. This data file structure is described in detail in Section 6.1. 

To fully integrate the user system to the supplied SAFT-UT programs, the 
user may choose to adapt the data collection system to provide input directly 
to the precessing utilities, and to process the data while the data is being 
collected. The procedure for implementing this feature is described in Section 
6.2. 

6.1 THE SAFT-UT DATA FILE STRUCTURE 

It is of primary importance to understand the data file structure in 
order to interface with the SAFT-UT utilities. All utilities that perform 
I/0 operations use this structured format. All data, processed, and envelope 
files are structured exactly the same. 

The first block (512 bytes) of a SAFT-UT data file is what is referred 
to as the file 'header'. This header contains parameters concerning the scan 
configuration, the specimen under test, and SAFT processing options. The 
structure of the 'header' will be described in detail in this section, and is 
defined by a C structure by the identifier name of 'header'. 

The remainder of the SAFT-UT data file is made up of sequentially organized 
data records. These records, themselves, have a header associated with them. 
The record structure is defined by a C structure with an identifier name of 
'record'. All records are fixed length with the record header 32 bytes long. 
This record header contains positional and statistical data related to the 
attached data. The rest of the record contains the data array which is only 
as long as the actual collected data buffer. The maximum length of the data 
array currently is set to 1024 points. 

The C structures and related #defines may be found in the files: 

SINC:HEADER.H 
S!NC:RECORD.H 

These files are commonly found as an include file in the utility source 
files. Or SJNC:DATAFILEB.H may be included, which contains reference to these 
files. 

The remainder of this section is a detailed description of the 'header' 
and 'record' structures. Each variable is in the order of storage as defined 
in DATAFILEB.H. The C variable type is also included and is defined as follows: 

12 
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char 
short 
long 
float 
double 

I byte integer 
2 byte integer 
4 byte integer 
4 byte floating point 
8 byte floating point 

Interface and Installation Guide 

Included in the description of the structures to follow are notes enclosed 
by brackets []. These indicate the source of the contents of the variable, or 
specific qualities of the variable contents and are defined as follows: 

(I] The user must supply the information contained in this variable. If the 
particular variable does not apply to the configuration of the test, 
then a zero should be placed in this location. 

(2] The SAFT-UT utilities will update this information. The user may choose 
to fill in these variables for documentation purposes, but it is not 
necessary. 

(3] These variables are not currently being used or supported in the SAFT-UT 
utilities. It is good practice set these to zero. 

(4] The term 'equivalent water' refers to the value that would have occurred 
if a water path was used for the standoff material. The sound speed of 
58400 inches/sec is assumed for water. 

A standoff height is the water path length that would give the same time
of-flight (time delay) as that which was actually used. For example: 

If a 0.2-inch high lucite wedge was used with a sound 
speed of 108000-inches/sec then the equivalent water stand
off height is 

(0.2 I 108000.0 * 58400.0) = 0.108 inches. 

The equivalent water incident angle (squint angle) is the angle that, 
with a water column, will produce the same angle in the material as the 
actual test. Snell 1 S law is required to calculate this: 

lw = sin-! [Vw/Vl * sin(I1)] 

For example: 

If the true incident angle is 38-degrees, and a lucite wedge was 
used with a sound speed of 108000-inches/sec, then the equivalent 
water incident angle is 

sin-! (58400.0 I !08000.0 * sin(38)] = 19.45 degrees. 

13 
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HEADER STRUCTURE 

Related defines: HEADER SIZE 

struct header 
{ 

char tftle[SO]; 

char date[S]; 

char tfme[S]; 

short num_sets; 

short num_pts; 

short num_sfg_sum; 

short delay_fnc; 

short fnft_delay; 

short spareO; 

float transd_freq; 

float hgt_transd; 

float vel_fn_materfal; 

[1] Character array containing 80 ASCII char
acters of operator comments related to the 
scan. 

[1] ASCII character string of date of data 
collection. (null tennfnation not necessary) 

[1] ASCII character string of time of data 
collection. (null tennination not necessary) 

[1] Number of A-scan records in this data file. 

[1] Number of sample points in each A-scan 
record. 

[3] Number of signals used in averaging. 

[1] Sample increment between points in the A-
scan records. (units are 10 nsec in the 
time domain, and 10 Hz in frequency domain) 

[1] Time delay after transmit pulse until sampl-
fng begins 
nsec) 

for A-scan data. (units are 10 

[3] 

[1] Transducer center frequency. (units are MHz) 

[1] Height of transducer from the surface of 
the part along the center sound ray. (units 
are inches, equivalent water path [4]) In 
multiple transducer mcdes this value is 
the summation of both standoff heights. 

[1] Wave speed of specimen material. (units 
are inches/sec) 

14 
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float beam_angle; 

short init_x_pos; 

short spare!; 

float init_y_pos; 

short x_inc; 

short y_inc; 

short num_x_inc; 

short num_y_inc; 

short min_all_data; 

short max_all_data; 

float avg_all_data; 

float focal_length; 

float window_start; 

float window_end; 

Interface and Installation Guide 

[I] Full angle of transducer beam width in the 
specimen material. If angle beam is imple
mented in the X direction, this is the 
beam angle in the Y direction. (units are 
degrees) 

[1] Initial X coordinate of receiver relative 
to reference line. (units are 0.001 inches) 

[3] 

[I] Initial Y coordinate of receiver relative 
to reference line. By convention, sign is 
normally negative. (units are inches) 

[I] X axis increment. (units are 0.001 inches) 

[I] Y axis increment. (units are 0.001 inches) 

[I] Number of A-scan records in the X direction. 

[I] Number of A-scan records in theY direction. 

[2] Minimum data value of all points in file. 

[2] Maximum data value of all points in the file. 

[2] Average (arithmetic mean) of the complete 
data-set. 

[3] Focal length of transducer. (units are 
inches, equivalent water path [4]) 

[1] Distance from the surface of the specimen 
to the equivalent starting point of the data 
sampling window. This is measured along 
the central ray path. This parameter is 
important only in the pulse-echo configura
tion. (units are inches) 

[I] Distance from the surface of the specimen 
to the equivalent ending point of the data 
sampling window. This is measured along 
the central ray path. This parameter is 
important only in the pulse-echo configura
tion. (units are inches) 
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float squint_angle; 

short squint_dir; 

Interface and Installation Guide 

[1] Incident angle of the receiver transducer. 
By convention, sign is normally negative. 
(units are degrees, equivalent water [4]) 

[1] Flag indicating the axis in which the inci
dent angle is aligned. (O=X, l=Y) 
Related defines: SQUINT_DIR_X, SQUINT_DIR_Y 

short pm damping; [3] 
short pm-energy; [3] 
short pm-attenuation; [3] 
short pm-gain; [3] 
short lc=attenuation; [3] 

int transmit_half_vees; 

int receive_half_vees; 

float pipe_radius; 

short sm flag; 

short pipe_flag; 

long env_det_flag; 

long deconv_flag; 

[1] Number of surface reflections before the 
center transmit ray strikes the object 
space in the specimen. This parameter relates 
only to TSAFT/TSAFT-2 configurations. 

[1] Number of surface reflections before the 
center receiver ray strikes the transducer 
from the object space. This parameter 
relates only to TSAFT /TSAFT -2 configurations. 

[3] Outside radius of pipe for pipe scanning. 
(units are inches) 

[3] Software machining flag. (O=no sm, l=sm 
action) 
Related defines: FLAG_DN, FLAG_OFF 

[3] Flag indicating pipe scanning. (O=non-pipe, 
!=pipe x, 2=pipe_y) 
Related defines: NO_PIPE, PIPE_X, PIPE_Y 

[2] Flag indicating envelope detection has 
been performed on the data in this file. 
(O=no, !=yes) 
Related defines: FLAG_ON, FLAG_OFF 

[2] Flag indicating deconvolution has been 
performed on the data in this file. (O=no, 
!=yes) 
Related defines: FLAG_ON, FLAG OFF 
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long proc_flag; 

short sm_depth; 

short proc_mode; 

float thickness; 

float trans_x; 

float transy; 

float xmit_hgt_transd; 

char pe_tand_flag; 

char spare4i 
float spareS; 
float spare6; 

Interface and Installation Guide 

[2] Flag indicating SAFT processing has been 
performed on the data in this file. (O=no, 
!=yes) 
Related defines: FLAG_ON, FLAG_OFF 

[3] Depth of software machined surface. 

[3] Processing mode. 
Related defines: M_TABLE, M_EXACT 

[I] Thickness of the specimen. Accuracy of 
this parameter is particularly critical in 
TSAFT/TSAFT-2 configurations. In the pulse
echo configuration if the thickness is 
unknown then enter 0. (units are inches) 

[I] The initial position in X of the transmitting 
transducer relative to the receiving trans
ducer. This parameter is important for 
multiple transducer configurations only. 
It should be measured at the center ray 
intersection with the surface of the speci
men. (units are inches) 

[3] The relative Y distance between the position 
of the transducers in a multiple transducer 
configuration. This value is zero for pulse
echo and current TSAFT/TSAFT-2 configura
tions. (units are inches) 

[!] Height of the transmit transducer in multiple 
transducer configurations. Zero for pulse
echo configurations. (units are inches, 
equivalent water [4]) 

[!] Flag indicating scan configuration. 
[O=undefined (assumed to be pulse-echo), 
!=single transducer pulse-echo, 2=TSAFT 
(fixed transmitter), 3= TSAFT-2 (opposing 
scanned transmitter)] 

[3] 
[3] 
[3] 

Related defines: CONF UNKNOWN, CONF_PE, 
CONF_TSAFT, CONF_TSAFT 
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float num_pre_half_v; 

float spa reB; 

float stoff_xmit_vel; 

float stoff_rcv_vel; 

float proc_clip_level; 

short promode; 

float thresh_db; 

short nbounce_proc; 

float bandwidth; 

char beyond_back; 

short 
input_x_reduction_factor; 

Interface and Installation Guide 

[2] Number of estimated reflections of the 
transmitter center ray prior to encountering 
the object plane. This was a calculated 
value computed by the NRC data acquisition 
system for operator verification. 

[3] 

[1] The speed of sound in the transmitter stand
off material. (units are inches/sec.) 

[1] The speed of sound in the receiver standoff 
material. (units are inches/sec.) 

[2] Threshold level. This is the selective 
processing "clipping" value used in the 
SAFT processing module. 

(2] Path configuration chosen to process a 
TSAFT/TSAFT-2 configuration file. ( 3=CASE 
'A', S=CASE '8', 7=CASE 'C', ll=CASE 'D') 
If multiple paths are chosen the this flag 
is a product of the flags corresponding to 
the chosen paths. 
Related defines: TSAFT MODE A 3, 
TSAFT_MODE_B, TSAFT_MOOE_C,-TSAFT_MODE_D 

[2] Threshold level. This is the selective 
processing "clipping" db value used in the 
SAFT processing module. (expressed in db) 

(2] Number of transmit reflections (bounces) 
chosen during TSAFT/TSAFT-2 processing. 

[3] Bandwidth of the system. (units are MHz) 

[2] Flag indicating this file was processed to 
include information that appears to lie 
beyond the far surface of the specimen. 
('y'= was processed beyond, 'n'=was not 
processed beyond) 
Related defines: PROC BEYOND BS, 
NOT_PROC_BEYOND_BS - -

(2] Factor used to perform data sampling altera
tion in the X axis prior to processing the 
data file. 
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short 
input_y_reduction_factor; 

short 
input z reduction factor; -- -

short 
output z reduction factor; -- -

char spare9; 

short scan_axis; 

short strattle_weld; 

float dia_beam_entry; 

char proc_date[B]; 

char proc_time[8]; 

float final_y_pos; 

Interface and Installation Guide 

[2] Factor used to perform data sampling altera-
tion in the Y axis prior to processing the 
data file. 

[2] Factor used to perform data sampling altera-
tion in the Z axis prior to processing the 
data file. 

[2] Factor used to perform data sampling altera-
tion in the Z axis after processing the data --file. 

[3] Added to word align the following variables. 

[1] Flag to define the scan axis. (1=X1, 2=X2, 
3=Y) 
Related defines: 
SCAN_AXIS_X1, SCAN_AXIS_X2, SCAN_AXIS_Y 

[1] Flag to indicate scanner was strattling 
the weld region on collecting this data file. 
(O=no-strattle, 1=yes-strattle) 
Related defines: FLAG_ON, FLAG_OFF 

[1] The diameter of the sound beam at the spe
cimen entry point. If an angle beam scan, 
then this is the short dimension of the 
elliptical beam cross-section. (units are 
inches) 

[2] Character string containing date when file 
was processed. No null terminator is in this 
string. 

[2] Character string containing time when file 
was processed. No null terminator is in this 
string. 

[1] Final Y coordinate of the received transducer 
relative to reference line. (units are 
inches) 
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short domain_flag; 

long num_defect_a_scans; 

Interface and Installation Guide 

[2] Flag indicating the domain in which the 
data corresponds to. (O=time domain, 
!=frequency domain) 
Related defines: TIME_DOMAIN, FREQ_DOMAIN 

[2] Count of A-scan records corresponding to 
defect areas. (see record structure) 

long num_nondefect_a_scans; [2] Count of A-scan records corresponding to 
non-defect areas. (see record structure) 

short nrbounce_proc; [2] Number of receive reflections {bounces) 
chosen during TSAFT/TSAFT-2 processing. 

char spare[HEAD SPARES]; 
}; -

[3] 

••• 0 • 0 •• 0 0 •••••••••••• 0 •• 0 •••••••• 0 •• 0 • 0 •• 0 •••• 0 ••••••••• 0 0 • 0 •••••••••••• 0 •• 

RECORD STRUCTURE 

Related defines: RECHEAD SIZE 

struct record 
{ 

short spare!; 
char spare2; 

char defect_flag; 

long x_pos; 

long y_pos; 

long z_pos; 

long theta; 
long phi; 

short min_data; 

[3] 
[3] 

[2) Flag indicating the defect nature of this 
A-scan record. (O=unsure, !=defect, -l=no 
defect) 

[2] 

[2] 

[3] 

[3] 
[3] 

[2] 

Related defines: FLAW UNSURE, 
FLAW_NOT_PRESENT, FLAW_PRESENT 

X position of record. (units are 0.001 
inches) 

Y position of record. (units are 0.001 
inches) 

Z position of record. 

Minimum value of data in this record. 
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short max_data; 

float avg_data; 

unsigned char data[1024]; 

}; 

Interface and Installation Guide 

[2] Maximum value of data in this record. 

[2] Average (arithmetic mean) of data in this 
record. 

[1] Single byte data. Input data is unsigned. 
The 'zero• value of the bi-polar waveform 
is unsigned with an offset of 127. The 
length of the array is the number of points 
sampled, The maximum number of points is 
1024. 

••••••• 0 0 0 •• 0 ••••• 0 • 0 0 •••••••• 0 • 0 •••••• 0 0 •• 0 •••••• 0 0 0 ••••• 0 •• 0 ••••• 0 0 0 •••••• 

6.2 SIMULTANEOUS DATA ACQUISITION, PROCESSING, AND DISPLAY 

Displaying an image resulting from the processing of a SAFT data file while 
the scanning operation is occurring may be desirable in many occasions. True 
real-time system operation can not occur without implementing this ability. 
Also, especially in the pulse-echo configuration, real-time operation allows 
rapid feedback to the operator with respect to defect detection and the quality 
of the data being collected. 

To implement this feature on the target VAX, first it is assumed that the 
data acquisition system resides on the VAX 1/0 buss, or there is some sort of 
data link between the VAX and the data acquisition system. 

A data collection program must be written that collects the SAFT data, 
creates the SAFT data file, creates subprocesses to process and display this 
data, and synchronizes these subprocesses. This may differ slightly if the 
VAX is controlling all data acquisition operations such as scanner control, 
pulser synchronization, and the like; or if a separate processor is taking 
care of these functions. But, basically, this program will be quite similar 
from the SAFT utility point of view. 

A program similar to this was written to satisfy the real-time nature of 
the NRC SAFT system. A PDP 11/23 was implemented to perform the data acquisi
tion duties, and a high speed serial data link (PRONET) is used to transmit the 
collected data. A menu sequence on the PDP 11/23 prompts the user for the 
SAFT header information. This header block is transferred immediately upon 
execution of the data collection program on the VAX. Subsequently, then, 
data is transferred over the high speed link as it becomes available. 
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To assist in the writing of the interface routine a skeleton C program has 
been supplied that contains all of the hooks necessary to communicate with 
the sub-processes that will be spawned. This should greatly minimize the 
development of this program to meet the specific qualities of the user's data 
acquisition system on the target VAX. 

The template source file is: 

saft_disk:[SAFT.GLOBALSYS.COLLECT.TEMPLATE]TEMPLATE.CV 

Also located in this directory are command files to compile, link and 
install TEMPLATE. The source file contains comments, conspicuously marked, 
indicating where to place user specific source contributions. 

There are really only three regions that depend on the user's system. The 
devices involved must be initialized and assigned channels of course. The 
header information must either be transferred from the data acquisition system, 
or entered within this program. The user must control the header entry 
sequence. Finally, of course the data itself must be orderly transferred 
from the user device to the data buffer in the program. 

Using the template, then, eliminates the need of the programmer to deal 
with the coordination of the spawned sub-processes. 
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